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**NEW PROGRAMS**

#### INSIDE HITLER'S KILLING MACHINE *3x52'*

This documentary series takes us to the heart of the Nazi killing machine, and throws fresh light on the origins and workings of Adolf Hitler's project.

#### 1945-1953: FROM WORLD WAR TO COLD WAR *2x52'*

From the Yalta Conference in 1945 up to 1953, discover a new world order designed by three men, in search of a lasting peace that would inevitably lead to the Cold War.

- **Episode 1:** Yalta, the Twilight of the Big Three
- **Episode 2:** The Dawn of the Cold War

#### MAESTROS OF THE CAMPS *52' & 74'*

One man has taken on a unique challenge: tracking down and performing all the pieces of music written in the concentration camps of WWII.

#### HUNTING DOWN THE NAZIS *2x45'*

For the first time, a film recounts the story of the long pursuit of Nazis in hiding from 1945 to the beginning of the 21st Century. Decades of investigations, set-backs trials and dramas.

#### THE ESCAPEES OF RAVA-RUSKA, WITNESS OF THE HOLOCAUST *60'*

This documentary reveals the courage of rebellious prisoners of war, confined at the hellish disciplinary camp known as Rawa Ruska, and witnesses of the genocide of Jews from Ukraine and Poland that began in 1942.

#### SNAPSHOTS OF HISTORY *20x26'*

The 20th Century is the Century of photography. Around the world, millions of amateur photographers have, without realizing it, chronicled their time - telling History on a human scale.

#### DEEP TIME HISTORY *3x52' 4K*

In this series, we tear down the walls between science and history to reveal how the story of mankind is often driven by events from the deep past.

#### NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, THE EGYPTIAN CAMPAIGN *2x52'*

This docu-drama recounts an unprecedented expedition: Bonaparte’s Egyptian campaign. It ended in stunning military defeat, but would always remain a scientific triumph, marking the birth of a new science: Egyptology.

#### SAVAGES IN FOREIGN LANDS *52'*

Discover a civilization living far from the known world - a civilization with no tongues, and a secret history. Savages in Foreign Lands reveals the untold story of this lost society that lived in the Canary Islands in the pre-colombian times.
SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

**PLANE SAND**
5x52’

Plunge into the most inhospitable but fascinating areas: dry lands. Because of climate change, a constantly growing surface of the planet is threatened by desertification. Meet the people who are trying to curb this phenomenon.

**DESTINATION PLUTO: BEYOND THE FLYBY**
52’

Join the New Horizons team to examine the latest findings and imagery from Pluto and the fringes of our solar system. They reveal a world unlike any other we’ve seen yet!

**SPACESHIP EARTH**
5x45’ & 120’

This series tells the story of humanity’s discovery, the domination and ruination of our home, the Earth - and the birth of the monumental 21st century effort to save it.

**DIGITS**
3x60’ 4K

This three-part series explores the history and impact of the Internet: how it works, how it has evolved, the technologies it has spawned, and where it might take us in the next decade.

**TOUCH THE MUSIC**
52’

Discover the story of Wu Jing, a blind flutist prodigy, and her quest to play in a world leading symphony orchestra. With a mix of smart technology and utter determination it may just work.

**BRAIN OVERLOAD**
52’

Emails, SMS, live threads, blogs, social networks, e-commerce, etc. Does this ceaseless flow of information have an effect on our health? Has it engendered new diseases?

ARTS & CULTURE

**PIN-UP, THE REVENGE OF A SEX-SYMBOL**
52’

Object of masculine domination gone by the wayside or the ultimate symbol of modern girl power? From Paris to Los Angeles, via Berlin and Brussels, strippers and specialized authors lift the veil on an icon who hasn’t said her last word. Let the pin-up speak out!

**VERMEER, BEYOND TIME**
2x45’ & 90’

Discover one of the most famous yet mysterious painter of all time: Johannes Vermeer. Today, his work reflecting the daily life of the 17th Century has acquired international reputation, in spite of only 37 paintings left behind. Who was this man who remained unrecognized during his lifetime?

**GAME FEVER**
75’ 4K

With one billion players worldwide, video gaming is now the world’s biggest cultural industry. Of these, some 350 million participate in eSport, which involves playing video games as part of a competition. A one-year-immersion into the lives of pro-gamers, to understand what it takes to be the best.
Animal rights have become a thorny issue for modern societies. This investigative documentary takes us around the globe to meet scientists, activists and legal experts, as well as lobbyists and people who oppose the expansion of animal rights.

**DO ANIMALS HAVE RIGHTS?**

From the ground we see nothing. By taking height, we distinguish shapes, designs, and structures. Discover these strange manifestations and embark on an investigation to unveiling their meaning.

**SEPARATION IS BACK**

Selma, Alabama is emblematic of a new social reality in America: the return of segregation between black and white people. This documentary takes us to the heart of a divided America, following the daily lives of high-school kids from both communities.

**VENICE: HOLDING BACK THE TIDE**

Venice is one of the most visited places in Italy, as tourists flock to see its famous canals. The Venetians are paying a high price for mass tourism, as living conditions are becoming increasingly difficult. What is life really like for those Venetians who have decided to remain? What is the price for saving their city from the disaster that hangs over them?

**WHAT WOMEN WANT... AT WORK**

In many respects, women have to struggle to be considered the equal of men. This film presents positive examples of campaigns that have created more egalitarian and happier work environments, and surprisingly, more financially profitable businesses.

**MUSIC ON THE ROAD**

Embark on a roadtrip through the US and meet a new generation of musicians reinventing music genres and searching for new sounds. From New-York to Orleans via Chicago and the Far West, this series takes you to the side alleys of American culture.

**THE STAIRCASE - THE LAST CHANCE**

Ten years after Kathleen Peterson’s death, the chief of the police department of North Carolina is accused of having lied, in order to win the case. Could Michael Peterson be granted a new trial?
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TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

WEAVING THE WORLD: A JOURNEY WITH THE MASTERS 5x52'
Discover the people who weave bonds between ancestral techniques and contemporary design. Through their work, they build bridges between cultures and continents. Five craftspeople plunge us into the sensorial universe of cashmere, yak hair, or silk...

MEET MY WILD PET 5x52'
A young traveler takes us on a worldwide trip to discover the concepts of domestication, evolution and conservation through the bond between people and animals. A fresh and original way to travel that goes to the heart of nature.

THE BIRDWOMAN'S DREAM 52'
A woman has always dreamed to fly off the top of the Matterhorn, one of the highest summits in the Alps and in Europe. The technological progress has allowed her to achieve this goal. Come behind the scenes to witness this world premiere.

HUMAN STORIES

MUNDIYA KEPANGA, THE VOICE OF THE FOREST 52'
Mundiya Kepanga, a Papuan chief of the Huli tribe in Papua-New-Guinea, is a voice from the forest. With humour and philosophy, he makes us question the future of Humankind by reminding us that we are all the brothers of the trees.

CHINBAYAR, A YOUNG SHAMAN'S QUEST ACROSS MONGOLIA 52'
A young Mongolian shaman goes on an initiatory journey to solve a dilemma: to support his family, his father started digging the soil to find gold. But in Mongolia, one does not dig the earth without consequences, for it is the home of the spirits.

5 LITTLE PIGS 52'
Meet 5 little pigs from birth to adulthood to understand their complex relationship with Humans and explore the wild through their eyes. How different are these pigs, evolving in such different environments?

GARDEN DESIGN: WHEN NATURE MEETS ART 5x26'
This series takes us to meet the people who mastered green and natural spaces to create innovative and unique gardens around the world. An original look at the most beautiful gardens (Australia, Scotland, Brazil, Egypt and China).

LENGGURU, THE LOST WORLD 52'
Plunge into the odyssey of a multidisciplinary scientific expedition immersed in a unique ecosystem: the Lengguru karst massif, on the borders of the Indian Ocean, in West Papua.

A WORLD OF SCENTS 5x52'
Perfumery has gone from an artisanal craft to become a lucrative industry, consuming ever-greater quantities of raw materials. Today, perfume creators are backing programs to preserve these special plants. An immersion into the sensual and sophisticated world of senses.
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